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Book Descriptions:

C scope cs5mx manual

Good batteries On CS5MX only Push BATT CHECK down and hold to indicate battery condition.
Good batteries will be in the green area on the meter. Release. This is particularly important in
order to register for the free extended parts guarantee UK only. Please retain the original packing
box. In the event that your detector should ever require to be serviced, this package will be most
suitable for postal protection. BATTERY CHECK CS2MX only CS5MX only The battery condition is
indicated by an A battery condition indicator is provided audio tone. With Disc 1 set at 5 to reject
small iron and silver foil, commence searching. Remember the detector is a motion detector, which
means that the search head needs to be constantly sweeping except in pinpoint mode see page 9.
The following chart gives a few ideas of setting and the conditions under which you would employ
them.This is particularly useful for pinpointing. When the BATT CHECK is pressed, the meter will
indicate condition of the batteries. Frequently check the battery condition during the search.
Rechargeables give little warning of failure so ensure they are fully charged prior to a long period of
searching or carry a fresh set with you. See Batteries, page 4. The unit may operate with reduced
sensitivity for a period after indicating flat batteries. CHARGING BATTERIES A battery charge
socket is provided for use with the CScope battery charger see Accessories and is located under the
protective cap in the battery housing. The smaller of the two sockets. Inserting the charger will
automatically remove the power from the detector so the charger must be removed to do a battery
check. The extent and thoroughness of your research will be one of the major factors in the success
of your detecting. You should aim to get as complete an understanding as possible of the local
history and geography. Do not leave gates open when crossing fields, and do not damage crops or
frighten animals. 3.http://www.maciejmarkiewicz.pl/uploaded/dell-xps-m1710-manual.xml
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Battery life can vary tremendously between makes, therefore your new batteries may already be
insufficiently powerful to run the detector. Before returning a detector for repair to CScope ensure
you have done the following a Read the instructions thoroughly. Manual, presented here, contains
16 pages and can be viewed online or downloaded to your device in PDF format without registration
or providing of any personal data. We remind you, that it is highly advisable to carefully read the
instructions before starting of using CSCOPE CS5MX, in case of unforeseen situations you need
immediately contact the nearest service center.The right choice of power source directly affects on
the lifecycle of the equipment, and the amount of energy consumed will help optimize costs when
using it. In such cases, we recommend our users to see related documentation or simply ask a
question to other owners of CSCOPE CS5MX in the form below. Please do not offer the downloaded
file for sell only use it for personal usage. Looking for other manual For this no need registration.
May be help you to repair. You could suffer a fatal electrical shock. Instead, contact your nearest
service center. Note! To open downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader
program. In addition, Also some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them. These free
programs can be found on this page needed progs If you use opera you have to disable opera turbo
function to download file. If you cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser.
Translate this page Relevant METER forum topics Retro oszcilloszkop.Ismerose valakinek Kellemes
vasarnapot mindenkinek. Szeretnek segitseget kerni a Tisztelt Mesterektol egy regi szkop
beazonositasaban.A kicsike a minap kerult hozzam,a DY80as csereje utan sikerult is
beinditanom.Viszont valaki ugyesen eltavolitotta az osszes adatait,feliratait.Igy a kezelogombok
funkcioirol igen keveset tudtam kideriteni.Ebben kernem a Szakik
segitseget!http://costaestate.ru/img/dell-xps-m1710-user-manual.xml
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Ha esetleg dokumentacio,kapcsolasi rajz is akadna, az pompas lenne. Csokeszlet DY80Elore is
koszonom a segitseget! TisztelettelstefiPersze nem tudom az erteket. Ha valakinek meg van a
muszer kapcs.Szep estet kivanok Mindenkinek! Oszcilloszkopot szeretnek vasarolni. Meg nem
dontottem el, hogy melyiket valasztom. A magyar BlueDSO es az Az ARM DSO203 specifikaciojaban
a. Kerem, segitsen valaki, aki ismeri ennek a jelenteset. Tisztelettel es koszonettel multifilter
Oszcilloszkop es egyeb elektroncso adatbazis Sziasztok. Hatha valaki nem ismeri, elektroncsovek
adatbazisa, lehet benne keresni beturendben, gyarto szerintA linken az oszcilloszkop csovekre
kerestemYou can write in English language into the forum not only in Hungarian. Good batteriesYou
are now in ALL METAL MOTION MODE. You will find all metals within the search head range
including iron and trash. PROVIDING THE SEARCH HEAD IS MOVING OVER THE TARGET not
stationary. Adjust DISC 1 top right to position 5. You are now in DISCRIMINATING MOTION MODE.
The other modes require more detailed explanation acquired from reading the fullStem Connecting
Nut. Cable. Lower Stem. Search Head Fastener. Pinpoint. Disc 2 Select. Discrimination 2. Signal
Meter CS5MX only. Battery Check CS5MX onlyThis is particularly important in order to register for
the freePlease retain the original packing box. In the event thatCScope detectors are recognised as
the finest detectors available. They are designed with lastingThe only way to realise this value is
toYou will then be able to obtain all theIt is also strongly recommended that you experiment
withAlways remember that becoming a goodTwist the plastic stem lock, located atAdjust for length
and rotate theAllowing enough cable forTurn the stemIt is advisable to use standardYou can then
evaluate the sort of use you give the detector and decideBattery.

CompartmentThen loosen the twoLift out the holder and detach the connector if it is alreadyRoll
each individual battery to ensure it is located correctlyReplace the connector making sure that it is
firm and well seated, andFit the cover and tighten the two captive screws fingerNote Zinc Carbon
batteries should not be left in the detector for long periods where they couldCS5MX only. The
battery condition is indicated by anA battery condition indicator is providedBATT CHECK and hold
down. The meterSENSITIVITY control off. RechargeableA loud, clear and sharp signal indicates theA
weak, broken or nonexistent signalPush SwitchDisc 2. Disc 2 push select buttonBoost CS5MX only.
Battery Check CS5MX onlyThis is a silent operating detector and you should rotate the Sensitivity



ControlOperate the Sensitivity at the highest level possible but, if you experienceTurned clockwise it
becomes a fully variable discrimination control. Discrimination is a means of ignoring objects which
are generally regarded as junkAt the lowest setting most iron objects are ignored. Increase the
setting and theAt higher levels still, ring pulls will be ignored. You must, however, realise that
atWith Disc 1 set at 5 to reject small iron and silver foil, commence searching. Remember the
detector is a motion detector, which means that the search head needsYou now need to set Disc 2 to
ignore ring pulls. Sweep the head above a ring pull and rotate Disc 2, at the same time depressing
the. Disc 2 push select button with the thumb of the hand holding the metal detector. When the ring
pull signal disappears this control is set. Release the push button. Your detector automatically
operates in Disc 1 so commence searching see. When you receive a signal, this indicates that the
target could be a silver hammered. Depress Disc 2 button and hold it. Sweep the target object again.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/78432

If you are stillDisc 2 gives you greater analytical skills than a single discrimination metal
detectorThree points to rememberAlthough Disc 1 and 2 are set to ignore metals at the same
position there mayPractice, in air, with various metal objects so you understand the detectorThe
following chart gives a few ideas ofWhen held down, the pinpoint button enables the detector to give
a varying responseTo pinpoint a target carry out the following procedureHold the pinpoint button
down and return the head to the target area; move itThe all metal pinpointing mode gives a positive
response to all metals irrespective ofIt is not necessary to sweep the target as the pinpoint mode will
respond even whenNormal and Pinpoint ResponseThis is particularly useful for pinpointing. When
the BATT CHECK is pressed, the meter will indicate condition of the batteries. If the meter reading
falls below the green band, the batteries should be replaced.When increased sensitivity to deep
objects is required, then the setting HI should beNORMAL setting.Frequently check the
batteryRechargeables give little warning of failure so ensure they are fullyThe unit may operate with
reduced sensitivity for a period after indicating flat batteries. However the batteries should be
replaced or recharged at the first opportunity. Use headphones when possible. Not only do they
extend battery life, but they also cut outLarge pieces of iron are difficult toAn aid to determine
whether the target is iron or not is toPINPOINT button. Iron objects will generally give a stronger
more positive signal than goodWhen operating on the beach the all metal mode may give a response
to the beach itself. If this isIf in doubt as to whether the target is good or not we always recommend
that you should dig itThe best ground conditions are wellIn these conditions detection range will be.
N.B.
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Your metal detector is a top performance deep seeker but adverse soil conditions canThis technique
is learned from careful analysis of theEach time a signal is heard, listen for anyAfter digging up the
object, compare the object size,After careful analysis of many signals you will learn to read the
hidden target before digging.Headphones. Headphones not only extend battery life but improve
sensitivity by cutting extraneous noise. TheRechargeable battery pack. A shrink wrapped pack of 8
rechargeable nicad batteries to replace the standard batteries andBattery charger. The CScope
battery charger is designed to charge the rechargeable pack quickly and safely.Inserting the charger
will automatically remove the power from the detector so the charger mustDo not attempt to
recharge standard batteries. It will takeFor further information, and a price list, for all CScope
accessories please telephoneTo achieve maximum results it is important then, to decide onTactics
will be decided by the type of site it is more profitable to scan a small area thoroughlyHowever,
when the site is too far away forYour detector alone is not a guarantee of successful treasure
hunting. Any detector needs anThe extent and thoroughness of your research will be one of the
major factors in the success ofThe key to the choice of site is to think of people, where they
congregated over the past fewWhere did they spend money Where didRather, they are unassuming,
undramatic places, like public footpathsWhen you have chosen your site, allocate a whole day from
early morning to early evening forYour detector should beYo u will alsoIt is also a good idea to have
a set of lines and pins so that you canMost beginners make the mistake of rushing about hoping to
chance upon a rare find. If forOn the other hand, if you pegged out the area scientifically and
searchedRemember, BE PATIENT and WORK SLOWLY.
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Do not try to cover too large an area, restrictMake a note of the position and theIt is also important
to keep the detector head as close to the ground as possible. Ideally, youThe technique of getting the
best out of your detector is not learnt overnight. You need to get asIndeed, a goodSweeping the coil
from side to side in a straight line in front of you. Keep the coil at a constant height as you sweep
from side to side. Move the coil at a rate of 1The optimum sweep rate must be determined by each
operator. The detector should be heldAs the detector isThis keeps the operator moving ahead, and
itThis overlapping ensures that nothing will be missed. ItThis is one of the most common mistakesIf
you rush, you will not adequately cover the ground.Do not leave gates open when crossing fields,
and do not damageIt is simple to extract a coin or other small objects buried a few inchesUse a
sharpened trowel or knife to cut a neatBottle tops, silver paper and tin cans are theYou could well be
digging them up again next year. DoMark the site carefully and report the find to the local
police.Remember it is illegal forSecretary of State for the Environment in Scotland and
Wales.Details of the law in the UK can beWhen not in use your detector should be stored in a dry
warm environment. If it is not to be usedThe working life of your detector will be shortened by
careless use orYour detector is designed toAfter using your detector in a hostile environment salt
water, sand, etc. The exterior partsBattery life can varyOscillating Signal Accompanied By Slight
Meter FluctuationThis could be due to poor battery connections. Ensure that they are tight and the
batteriesIf the problem persistsIntermittent Sound From SpeakerThis could be due to poor battery
connections.

Ensure that they are tight and the batteriesThe Detector Drifts Out Of TuneTemperature drift
caused by change in air temperature when a machine is moved from aThe greater the change in
temperature the more the drift, and inReplace batteries and this should help toIf you experience any
difficulty in operating your metal detector, or have any questions on theService Department on
01233 629181. Before returning a detector for repair to CScope ensure you have done theSystem
performance may be impaired by. Something went wrong. Trusted seller, fast delivery and easy
returns Learn more eBay Money Back Guarantee Get the item you ordered or your money back.Get
the item you ordered or your money back. Fully serviced. 4 C.Scope CS2M Motion Metal Detector.
The CS990XD features a retune pad for resetting the detector should it wander out of tune.User
Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. View online or



download Cscope CS5MX Manual. OFERTA Avem deosebita placere sa va prezentam mai jos oferta
noastra pentru detectoare de metale pretioase si semipretioase CScope. Also enough space to carry
a few accessories with you. CSCOPE CS5MX Manual Manual 16 pages CSCOPE CS6PI Instructions
Manual Instructions manual 12 pages CSCOPE CSXD. We wish you good hunting and a great hobby
with the excellent CS6MX. CS5MX Metal Detector pdf manual download. Cscope CS4MX Pdf User
Manuals. The CSCOPE 2MX is priced in the same bracket as many beginner detectors but this is a
hidden gem of a detector that once discovered will soon become an essential piece of your detecting
kit.Scope CS2M operating instructions manual online. C Scope test on the 5MX metaldetectors.C
Scope are a British company that design and manufacture their detectors here in the UK. View
online Manual for CSCOPE CSXD Metal Detector or simply c scope cs5mx manual click Download
button to examine the CSCOPE CSXD guidelines offline on your desktop or laptop computer.

acetuitioncentre.com.au/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-
upload/server/content/files/1626e44d8c56e2---4-h-sheep-judging-manual.pdf

Download CSCOPE CS5MX CS2MX User and service manual for metal detector CSCOPE CS5MX
and CS2MX Measuring and test equipment,digital multimeters, analog multimeters, Fluke, Wavetek
service manuals and repair information. C Scope test on the 5MX metaldetectors. View online
Owners manual for Famous Trails MD Metal c scope cs5mx manual Detector or simply click
Download button to examine the Famous Trails MD guidelines offline on your c scope cs5mx manual
desktop or laptop computer. Loading Unsubscribe from metaldetectors. C Scope have a reputation
for building quality meta detectors that are robust and fit for most types of detecting. Cscope
CS5MX Pdf User Manuals. The page provides a catalogue of brands and devices, each offering to
view or download an updated manual. Easy to operate, Performance Motion detector. CS2M Metal
Detector pdf manual download. On CS5MX only Push BATT CHECK down and hold to indicate
battery condition. Page 1 Set DISC 2 bottom far right to 5. Metal Detector CSCOPE CS5MX Manual
16 pages Metal Detector CSCOPE CS MK2 Operating Instructions Manual 19 pages. Solve device
problem Documents manuals Avem deosebita placere sa va prezentam mai jos oferta noastra pentru
detectoare de metale pretioase si. Review C Scope CS5MX Metal Detector. If you forget this tidbit
then, the C Scope CS5MX metal detector review will remind you.Please note, this guide is mostly
aimed at those in. Cscope CS5MX; Cscope CS; Cscope CS Mk2. Metal Detector CSCOPE CS5MX
Manual 16 pages. C Scope Metal Detector Bill.View online or download Cscope CS5MX Manual.
Scope CS2M operating instructions manual online. CSCOPE CS5MX Manual Manual 16 pages
Garrett G Owners Manual Owners manual 35 pages Minelab ETrac. The smaller of the two sockets.
Check on Amazon. View online or download Cscope CS4MX Operating Instructions Manual.

www.bascoy.com/userfiles/files/can-we-call-finalize-method-manually-in-java.pdf

Download CScope CS5mx CS2MX avalaible CS5mx CS2MX CScope CS5mx CS2MX avalaible user
and service manual Car wirings and schematics,automobile documentation, auto repair guides,car
audio manuals, car stereo.Metaldetectors data base, download manuals, news, coins catalog online.
The bags dimensions are 84 x 27 x 11 cm approximately. Operating Manual Manufacturer CSXD,
CSR, CS4MXi,CS6MXi,CS5MX, R1. View online or download Cscope CS4MX Operating Instructions
Manual. C Scope Metal Detector Bill Wyeman Signiture. Metal Detector CSCOPE CS5MX Manual 16
pages Metal Detector CSCOPE CS MK2 Operating Instructions Manual 19 pages Metal Detector
CSCOPE CS8SST Operating Instructions Manual. Electronics service manual exchange
schematics,datasheets,diagrams,repairs,schema,service manuals,eeprom bins,pcb as c scope cs5mx
manual well as service mode entry, make to. Treasure hunters in Iran have found that a detector can
operate unseen, as two friends shake a rug above the detector and its operator. The page provides a
catalogue of brands and c scope cs5mx manual devices, each offering to view or download an
updated manual. Hi Stu and thanks for the reply I had a teething prob with it but all seems good
now. Please note, this c scope cs5mx manual guide is mostly aimed at those in. When you pick up

http://dag.ru/acetuitioncentre.com.au/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626e44d8c56e2---4-h-sheep-judging-manual.pdf
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your C SCOPE CSXD metal detector review, you might want to purchase an old rug as well. This
video is jampacked with tips to get you well on your way to being involved with this great hobby. The
CScope battery charger is designed to charge the rechargeable pack quickly and safely.. Cscope
CS5MX Pdf User Manuals. Electronics service manual exchange
schematics,datasheets,diagrams,repairs,schema,service manuals,eeprom bins,pcb as well as service
mode entry, make to model and chassis correspondence and more. Good batteries will be in the
green area on. It is the device to be distinctive, and seen by its large research “Polo”.

In fact, the C Scope CS5MX metal detector review has many interesting tidbits to help with your
metal detecting hobby.Working Skip trial 1 month free. Click on a Product below to Download User
Manuals and Brochures. View and Download C. Easy to operate, Performance Motion detector. C
scope are renowned for their excellent and second to none customer care, in fact when I had this
metal detector the coil developed a fault after around 4 months, possibly due to me being to rough
around rape. View online Manual for CSCOPE CSXD Metal Detector or simply click Download button
to examine the CSCOPE CSXD guidelines offline on your desktop or laptop computer. Oferta pentru
detectoare de metale pretioase si semipretioase. CS5MX is a proper tool for a bargain price c scope
cs5mx manual lightish well balanced swinger fast recovery brill dual discrim very useful power and
sensitivity it was my first machine back after a very long layoff for ish 2nd hand you probs wont find
more bang for your buck if I could fault mine it was the volume of the signals a tad quiet espesh the
deeper ones tried a fair few headphones. Although your metal detector will work using standard AA
batteries, you can save money with this rechargeable battery set. Download CScope CS5mx CS2MX
avalaible CS5mx CS2MX CScope CS5mx CS2MX avalaible user and service manual Car wirings and
schematics,automobile documentation, auto repair guides,car audio manuals, car stereo. C Scope
invites people of all ages to experience and uncover the past with their professional, yet affordable
range of metal. Metal Detector CSCOPE CS5MX Manual 16 pages Metal Detector CSCOPE CS MK2
Operating Instructions Manual. Working Skip trial 1 month free. The C Programming Language.
Garantia al cliente de eBay. The CS990XD features a retune pad for resetting the detector should it
wander out of tune.Condiciones de uso, Privacidad, Cookies y AdChoice Seguridad Norton
patrocinado por Verisign.

Lastmanuals provides you a fast and easy access to the user manual CSCOPE CS5MX. We hope that
this CSCOPE CS5MX user guide will be useful to you. Assemble and adjust for length Twist surplus
lead around stem. On CS5MX onlyPush BATT CHECK down and hold to indicate battery condition.
On CS5MX onlySet BOOST to NORMAL. If the meter reading falls below the green band, the
batteries should be replaced. When increased sensitivity to deep objects is required, then the setting
HI should be used. However, if false signalling occurs due to soil mineralisation, revert to the
NORMAL setting. Rechargeables give little warning of failure so ensure they are fully charged prior
to a long period of searching or carry a fresh set with you. The unit may operate with reduced
sensitivity for a period after indicating flat batteries. Not only do they extend battery life, but they
also cut out extraneous noise. It is instructive to bury some objects in a clear patch of soil and note
the response when swept at different rates with DISCRIMINATE at various levels. Large pieces of
iron are difficult to ignore and may give confusing signals. An aid to determine whether the target is
iron or not is to go into an all metal mode either by turning the DISCRIMINATE off or simply
pressing the PINPOINT button. Iron objects will generally give a stronger more positive signal than
good objects. Rechargeable battery pack A shrink wrapped pack of 8 rechargeable nicad batteries to
replace the standard batteries and holder. Battery charger The CScope battery charger is designed
to charge the rechargeable pack quickly and safely. It will take between eight and fifteen hours to
fully recharge flat batteries with the CScope charging unit. For further information, and a price list,
for all CScope accessories please telephone 01233 629181. Time spent researching to locate a
worthwhile site for a search can be time wasted if your search is hasty and erratic.



Remember it is illegal for anyone to use a metal detector on a scheduled ancient monument unless
permission has been obtained from the Historic Buildings and Ancient Monument Commission for
England or the Secretary of State for the Environment in Scotland and Wales. In any way cant
Lastmanuals be held responsible if the document you are looking for is not available, incomplete, in
a different language than yours, or if the model or language do not match the description.
Lastmanuals, for instance, does not offer a translation service. To find out more or to optout, please
check our Cookie Policy. For further information check our Privacy Policy. Looks like “C scope
professional metal detector cs5mx” has already been sold. Check out some similar items below. You
may be also interested in Cabinet old charm corner cabinet corner cabinet antique display cabinet
old charm cabinet nathan display cabinet french bedside cabinet bedside cabinet solid oak sideboard
cabinet tv cabinet antique cabinet high sleeper cabin bed old charm tv cabinet vintage sideboard
cabinet mid century g plan sideboard cabinet wooden cabinet See similar items metal detector
600.00 Here Im selling a metal detector with all accessories as seen in pics, in as new condition, if
you have any questions please message me. Children’s Digital metal detector 5.00 Full working
order metal detector with headphones 120.00 metal treasure finder. MonoScope 35.00 20x60x60
magnificationComes with adjustable tripod.Make. Zennox. Magnifying scope 15.00 Brand new
magnifying scope Silent scope 0.50 Ps2 game Hwake bird scope 220.00 Hi this is a bird scope mint
condition,never used.Now you will be able to see the birds far away.It is specially designed to
extract juice from pomegranates, but it will do the same with oranges, grapefruit, lemons,
mandarins or green lemons. The most significant feature of this model the diameter of the bowl 11.5
cm that can easily squeeze large pomegranates and grapefruits.

It can be used for bars and restaurants but olso for domestic use. The device is new. collection and
delivery availableMatrix colour 4 per tube. Affinage 3 per tube. Crazy colour 3.50 eachThese sell
new between 10 and 16 each. No base and top though. Only asking for 5 each total price of all 90.
Sensible offers considered if buying the lot Professional beauty kit 150.00 Professional nail and
eyebrow tint kit. Absolutely everything you need to create beautiful false nails, included soak off gel
colours and top and base coat. Nail art tools, curing lamp, tips etc. Also included eyebrow tint set.
Collection only! professional oven cleaning 45.00 professional oven cleaning using only eco
products, that are fume free, child and pet friendly meaning you can use your oven straight after the
clean. We completely strip your oven and put all removable parts in our special eco dip tank, we also
split the doors to ensure all glass panels are spotless. Please contact me for a quote Hayter
Hayterette professional 250.00 This is the commercial version of of the iconic Hayterette mower. It’s
fitted with a 5hp Briggs and Stratton industrial commercial engine with cast iron bore. The mower is
now getting on a bit but will still happily run all day no problem. It has just had full oil change
service. It also comes with a brand new set of blades. It’s a classic design that just works. This will
take down waist high grass, thick grass and anything you can roll it over. Non commercial version of
this is800. 320 O.N.O Revlon Professional Rollers. 20.00 20 Rollers in 3 sizes for versatile styling
Contact us for a free no obligation quote. Fully insured,CRB checked,references on request.Shpock
is a marketplace and classifieds platform that brings millions of private buyers and sellers across the
United Kingdom together London, Brighton, Birmingham, Bristol, Manchester, Leicester and
Liverpool are amongst the most active areas for second hand shopping.

You can look at the CSCOPE CS5MX forum to identify problems that users have come across and the
suggested solutions. Its users find it very efficient., Moreover, most of them share the same opinion
They find that it is very cheap You can download the CSCOPE CS5MX user manual to ensure that its
features correspond to your needs. If in doubt as to whether the target is good or not we always
recommend that you should dig it up. Your knowledge of how the detector responds will increase
each time and soon make you more sure.The best ground conditions are well compacted soils and
coins can be found at the greatest depth if the object has been buried for some time and the coin has
interacted with the salts in the ground, thereby appearing larger to the detector. The worst



conditions for detecting are on loosely compacted or freshly dug ground or when the object has only
recently been buried. Your metal detector is a top performance deep seeker but adverse soil
conditions can significantly reduce the depth of detection.This technique is learned from careful
analysis of the meter and audio signal coming from the detector. Each time a signal is heard, listen
for any peculiar characteristics it may have, determine over how large an area you get a detector
signal, and try to outline the object before you dig. After digging up the object, compare the object
size, shape, depth and position in the ground with signal information you received before digging.
After careful analysis of many signals you will learn to read the hidden target before digging. 10The
reviews rough results are presented in the following graph 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 By leaving the
mouse on a column for a few seconds, you can see the number of people who voted to make up the
score that appears in the horizontal axis.
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